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i.e. amantes)

autoridade tradicional traditional authority
bairro part of town
batuqueiro/a man/woman who beats the drum
caniço reed; building material for houses in bairros

de caniço
capataz overseer, expression used in colonial times
capulana women’s clothing. An often brightly

coloured piece of cotton cloth, 1.00 by 1.80
meters. In the coastal culture of northern
Mozambique capulanas are sold in pairs,
one to be used as a skirt and (part of) the
other as a scarf. Capulanas are used by
women all over Mozambique.

carrama large festive gathering of Tufo groups
chefe da família family head
chocalhos rattles, used by curandeiros/as and during

rituals
colono/s Portuguese during colonialism
conselheira/s woman in charge of initiation rituals;

assistants to woman in charge
curandeiro/a traditional healer m/f
erukulu family unit at household level, literally

meaning ‘womb’
escudo/s Portuguese coinage, used in Mozambique

until 1980
esteira woven mat made of grass/weeds
feitiçaria, feitiçeiro/a witchcraft, witch (male/female)
Frelimo FREnte de LIbertação de MOçambique:

Mozambique liberation front, in 1977
turned into a Marxist-Leninist Party.
Mozambique, since 1994, has been a multi-
party country, however with Frelimo still in
power.
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ikano chanted advice, given during initiation
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indígena/s native/s
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kulukana traditional healer m/f
lobolo usually translated as ‘bride price’, but better

translated as ‘traditional marriage’ in the
patrilineal south of Mozambique. Without
lobolo the ancestral spirits are not informed
about the marriage, and the children do
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lobolar lobolo turned into a Portuguese verb: to
marry through lobolo

machamba field
macuti palm leaf thatch for houses
madras, madrasa Quranic school
madrinha already initiated woman, supporter of initi-

ates during initiation rituals
makeya finely ground flour of mapira. Makeya is

used for communication with the
ancestors; it is produced and administered
by women.

mandioca cassava
mapira cereal grass with glossy seeds, something

like millet or sorghum
mato bush
mestra woman in charge of initiation rituals
metical/meticais Mozambican currency after 1980
miropo yeast made of mapira for the production of

otheka, ceremonial beer
missangas glass beads
msiro ground weed of a certain tree; used for

making skin light and smooth. Also used at
specific ceremonial occasions.

munumuzana, mulumuzana man of importance, southern Mozambique
mwali, amwali young girl(s) undergoing initiation rituals
mwene, mamwene chief(s); in other parts of Nampula province

the mwene is called humu
nakhapa home-made briefs for use during menstrua-

tion
namalaka, anamalaka woman/women in charge of initiation

rituals
nihimo matrilineal descent, the matriclan
nkhonsikaze first wife in a polygamous marriage,

southern Mozambique
noivo fiancé
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PRE Programa de Re-estrutuação Económica =

SAP, Structural Adjustment Programme
povoação village, settlement
puxamento Portuguese for vaginal lip-elongation
pwiyamwene, mapwiyamwene female chief(s)
raínha do lar queen of the home, housewife
régulo Portuguese for chief, with colonial conno-

tations
Renamo REsisténcia NAçional de MOçambique,

Mozambique National Resistance; opposi-
tion army during Frelimo/Renamo war,
since 1994 elections opposition party

tariqa way, path (Arab); Sufi order
tiquiri Arab = dhikr; remembrance of God, prayer
unyango, unyago Yao name for female initiation rituals
wineliwa ‘to be danced to’. Name for female initiation

in parts of Nampula province
wula menstrual blood
xehe Arab = shaykh: leader of Sufi

order/respected man of learning
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ziara large religious gathering
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The title of this book reflects its double ambition: to make a contribution to
feminist theorisingby rethinking gender (and sexuality) based onmaterial from
Mozambique, and to say something about gender politics, sexuality and
matriliny in Mozambique. The two ambitions are closely related. The chapters
discuss sexuality and gender politics and policies in Mozambique over three
decades, from Independence in 1975 to 2005. In doing so, they also investi-
gate ways of understanding gender and sexuality. Gender policies from
Portuguese colonialism through Frelimo socialism to later neo-liberal economic
regimes share certain basic assumptions about women, men and gender rela-
tions. This however begs the question as to what extent such assumptions fit
into the ways rural Mozambican men andwomen see themselves. The book is
a discussion of Mozambican gender policieswith a focus on the early post-Inde-
pendence years, but it is also a conceptual discussion – facilitated by post-colo-
nial feminist thinking – of how to understand gender and sexuality taking as a
point of departure the lives and views of Mozambican men andwomen.
The discussions arebased on30years of work off and on, in andwithMozam-

bique, from full-time work in the National Women’s Organization, the OMM
(Organização da Mulher Moçambicana) 1981–1984, over a series of shorter and
longer visits, consultancywork and teaching at the EduardoMondlane Univer-
sity during the second half of the 1980s and the 1990s, to periods of fieldwork
in Nampula province 1998–1999, 2003 and 2005. The chapterswerewritten
over a span of more than20years, the first in 1987, the last in 2010.The organ-
ization of chapters in the book, however, is thematic, not chronological.
In Part I state gender policies are discussed as seen from below, by rural and

urban men and women in different parts of the country. Post-independence
state gender policy condemned polygamy andbride price (lobolo), but seen from
local people’s points of view these so-called ‘traditional’ customs aremuchmore
complex. Most of the chapters in Part I are rooted in fieldwork and knowledge
frommywork in the OMM. Part II zooms in on female initiation rituals, likewise
condemned by early Frelimo policies, but very popular with rural women (and
men) in northern Mozambique. Female initiation rituals are described and
analysed from different viewpoints. The chapters in this section are mainly
based on datamaterial from theMakhuwa, the largest ethnic group in northern
Mozambique. Part III dealswith implications of matriliny. In the northernhalf
of Mozambique the kinship systems of the dominant ethnic groups are matri-
lineal. This means that close to 40 per cent of Mozambique’s population live
under conditions of matriliny.What are the implications of matriliny for gender
relations, for family structure and for ways of being women and men? In the
coastal areas of northern Mozambique matriliny coexists with Islam. Parts of
Part III investigate, how this mixworks out in practice.
The book is concerned with empirical subject matters: gender policies and

politics inMozambique is the overriding theme,with focus points on particular
– from a policy point of view – problematic areas, such as female initiation
rituals and implications of matriliny in northern Mozambique.1 At the same
time the book is a discussion of different analytical approaches, mapping a

2 Introduction

1 Female initiationhas been condemnedby political powers, andmatriliny – if acknowledged at all
– is considered difficult.
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struggle to find appropriateways of understanding gender and sexuality in the
country. In this struggle, aspects of post-colonial African feminist thinkinghave
proved particularly helpful, thus some chapters may also be read as introduc-
tions to aspects of post-colonial African feminist thought (see Chapters 4 and
10).
Regarding gender policies/politics it is argued throughout the book that even

if economic policies have shifted inMozambique fromPortuguese colonialism,
over Frelimo socialism to donor-driven neo-liberal approaches, conceptions of
gender and sexuality have remained much the same. Discrepancies between
state policies and men’s and women’s lives have thus remained. Regarding
female initiation rituals it is a main argument that these rituals have been
systematically misunderstood as indications of women’s subordination in a
hierarchy of gender. The chapters show that the rituals have little to do with
hierarchies of gender, but lots to do with hierarchies of age, and that female
initiation is better understood as focal events for regeneration andmaintenance
of female community, identity and power of certain kinds. Through initiation
rituals young girls are transformed into grown-up women. Sexual capacity
building is an important element in the proceedings; the rituals confirm and
celebrateMakhuwa femininity. Regardingmatriliny it is amain argument that
this kinship system – at least in the form it takes in northern Mozambique –
does make a difference for women, and that the conventional anthropological
position of matriliny just being a matter of uncles replacing fathers is unten-
able. Man/woman gender power relations differ from gender power relations
under conditions of patriliny, partly because of matrilineal inheritance to land,
partly because of a double-gendered system of chieftaincy: everymwene (male
chief) has at his side a pwiyamwene (female chief) particularly responsible for
matters regarding links to the invisible world. The matrilineage embraces the
dead aswell as the as yet unborn, and those in charge of such connections are
mainly women.
It is an overriding argument throughout the book that development policies

on gender,which do not take into account local understandings (and local real-
ities) of gender, sexuality and gender power relations, have little chance of
success. Mainstream development policy, frequently based on gender-and-
development conceptualizations, sees African women as subordinated and
oppressed. In matrilineal northern Mozambique such assumptions do not fit
realitiesverywell. Rather than starting off from fixed assumptions, development
policies forwomen should take into account the actual positions of power,which
women do command, and go on from there.

Periods and types of fieldwork: historical overview

When I first arrived in Mozambique in 1979, as a member of a group visit
arranged by the Danish Association for Solidarity with Mozambique, I had
already read about President Samora Machel’s explicit concern for women’s
emancipation. SamoraMachel hadbeen leader of Frelimo’s successful struggle
against the Portuguese colonial power (Frelimo= Frente de Libertação deMoçam-
bique, Mozambique’s Liberation Front) which had led to Mozambique’s Inde-
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pendence in 1975. He was then President of the People’s Republic of Mozam-
bique. One Samora-quote in particular from the First Conference of the
NationalWomen’s Organization, the OMM, in 1973 spoke tomy feminist heart.
The quote goes like this: ‘The liberation of women is a necessity for the revolu-
tion, a guarantee of its continuity and a condition for its success’ (Machel 1973)
(See photo 1.2). I wanted to work in a country where the President could talk
in this way about women.
In Denmark I had been a part of the NewWomen’s Movement since its early

days in 1970. TheWomen’s Movement had emerged as a part of the Student’s
Movement and of the New Left, but also in opposition to implicit and explicit
patriarchal ideologies and male domination in these movements, as well as in
society at large. Reading SamoraMachel I understoodhim asbeing a part of this
feminist struggle, and in 1979, together with my partner, Jan, and our two-
year-old daughter Anne Julie, I was heading for Mozambique. Jan had his own
socialist agenda. As an architect and a physical planner he had been working
in Chile in the government of SalvadorAllende, andhewas ready formore expe-
rience of work in a socialist country. Returning to Denmark fromChile in 1973
heworked as a journalist at a leftwing journal, and as such (speaking Spanish,
close to Portuguese) he was sent to Portugal from 1974 to 1975 in order to
cover the Portuguese anti-fascist revolution. I had finished my degree in soci-
ology and was employed as an assistant professor at Roskilde University, but I
was given research leave in order to to go to Portugal to study the involvement
of women in the Portuguese revolution. In a Portuguese newspaper we read
about the need for all kinds of professional competence in Mozambique – after
Independence most Portuguese nationals had left the country, and the newly
independent statewas in desperate need of qualified labour power.Webegan to
consider a move to Mozambique.
Before embarking on a work contract of several years, however, we wanted

to get a feeling of what the place was like. This was the background for our
participation in the 1979 journey toMozambique arrangedby the DK-Mozam-
bique Solidarity Association. The result was clearly positive. Mozambique at
that point, barely four years after Independence, was infused with a spirit of
enthusiasm andhopes for the future. During this tripwevisitedministries, facto-
ries, cooperatives and communal villages, Aldeias Comunais. We strongly felt
the energy and enthusiasm, released by the fact that colonial oppressionby the
Portuguese had come to an end at last. We also saw how sometimes the polit-
ical fervour of Frelimo cadres and the Soviet-inspired line of Frelimo politics –
kindled by ideas of huge state farms operated by effective labour power usefully
assembled in communal villages – were somewhat out of tune with lives and
dreams of the rural peasant population.
We moved to Maputo with very little furniture, lots of books and our two

daughters (the youngest, Katrine, only sixmonths old) the followingyear. Iwas
determined to get myself a job in the OMM (Jan had employment in a Govern-
ment institute of physical planning). This, however, turned out to be compli-
cated.The OMMwas a political organization, and foreigners (cooperantes)would
typically be working in Government ministries, not in political organizations.
When finally I succeeded in arranging a job in the OMM, it was in roundabout
ways through an agreement between the Danish Agency for International
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DevelopmentAid (Danida) and theMozambicanministry for collaborationwith
foreign donors. Ahigh-level official in this ministrywas interested in sociology
and inwomen; she knew that the OMMhad recently been tasked by Frelimo to
organize an Extraordinary Conference for discussion of ‘women’s social prob-
lems’, i.e. issues of so-called tradition, such as lobolo, polygamy, initiation rituals
etc., which Frelimo found difficult to reconcile with their modernist socialist
programme. Seen from the point of view of this official I would be useful as a
person who could support the OMM in this regard. She managed to convince
Danida that they should pay my salary, while I wasworkingwith the OMM.

My work with the OMM, 1981–1984
My actual work situation in the National Secretariat of the OMMwasweird in
manyways, particularly in thebeginning,when nobody really knewwhat Iwas
supposed tobe doing.The OMMSecretariatwashoused at three floors in ahigh-
rise building in one of the previously affluent parts of Maputo, full of largevillas
built for upper-class Portuguese people. The OMM building and the Frelimo
building next door were (and are) the only high-rise buildings in this area, the
Frelimo building taller than the OMM building (which the OMM shared with
the NationalYouth Organization, the OJM). I got an office and a typewriter, but
instructions regarding my work were unclear. Thus I set off on some initial
investigations in the immediate surroundings, interviewing working women
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2 A bairro is a part of town; in Maputo most Mozambicans lived (and live) in the bairros de caniço,
ie parts of townwhere houses are build of reeds (caniço).

Family photo, Maputo 1982; Bairro Chamanculo, where Mama Adelina lived. From right to
left: Jan, Jan’s mother (whowas visiting from DK), Mama Adelina, whoworkedwith me in the
OMM, Anne Julie, Terezinha (Mama Adelina’s daughter), Katrine. I am behind the camera.
The car is our beloved Niva.
(Photo: Signe Arnfred)
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in Maputo factories and bairros.2 In the Greater Maputo area at that time there
weremany factories, severalwith amajority of womenworkers, such as cashew
nut processing factories and textile factories. Since thenMozambiquehas been
deindustrialized due to World Bank Structural Adjustment Policies in the
1990s. Later I also went to agricultural cooperatives, state farms and Aldeias
Comunais in rural areas of Maputo Province, interviewingwomen.
In 1980, at the time of ourmove toMaputo, Frelimowas busy discussing an

overall plan for industrialization of Mozambican agriculture. Kindledby images
of Soviet-type state farms, the Party envisaged that this change could be
completedwithin a span of tenyears.The OMM1976 Second Conference docu-
mentswere full of talk of the Socialist Family and oHomemNovo (the newman),
meaning the new human being. Frelimo meetings all over the country started
and finishedwith the shouting of slogans such as abaixo lobolo, abaixo poligamia,
abaixo ritos de iniciação (downwith brideprice, downwith polygamy, downwith
initiation rituals) – but clever Party officials of coursewere aware thatways of
life of a peasant population did not change just by shouting slogans. In Party
headquarters – or anywhere else – therewas far too little empirical knowledge
regarding ways of life in various parts of the country. After all Mozambique is
quite a big place – 800,000 square kilometres, which is bigger than any single
EU country, something like Germany and France together – embracing many
different groups of people with different lifestyles, talking different languages.
It is generally considered that 13 major African languages are spoken in the
territory known as Mozambique.3

For all of these reasons the Party wanted the OMM to undertake grass root
level investigations and discussions, leading up to an Extraordinary Conference
not yet scheduled in terms of date and year. The OMM was waiting for more
specific instructions on what to do. The OMM at that point saw itself as a
women’s organization, but also as ‘an arm of the Party’, whose function itwas
to transmit Party politics to Mozambican women, not the other way round.
Thus theywerewaiting – and in themeanwhile Iwas carrying outmymore or
less individual investigations, however in the name of the OMM, andwith travel
conditions and local support (such as interpretation from local languages to
Portuguese) supplied by the organization. By 1982word came from the Party
that investigations of women’s lives in a core Frelimo area, the northern
province of Cabo Delgado, were requested. Cabo Delgado was the province
where the armed struggle against the Portuguesehad started in 1964, and thus
the province with the longest standing so-called ‘liberated areas’, areas which
during thewarhadbeen captured from the Portuguese, andwhere – even before
formal Independence – Frelimo had been the force in power.
Thus in September 1982 I set off for CaboDelgado in order to carry outmuch

the same form of investigations, which I had undertaken in the south of the
country: In the chosen villages and cooperatives etc. ten women would be
selected in each location for a life-story kind of interview; thiswould be supple-
mentedwith public meetings and group discussions. Selections of locations as
well as selection of individualswere undertaken in cooperationwith local OMM
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3 At Independence it was decided that Portuguese – albeit the colonial language, but also the only
language potentially shared by all in Mozambique – should be the national language. Swahili,
the lingua franca of East Africa, is only spoken by a tiny minority in northern Mozambique.
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staff, with the aim of getting as much diversity (and approximate representa-
tion) as possible. This experience of interviewing peasant women in Cabo
Delgado became decisive for my later thinking and analysis regarding women
inMozambique. In the reflections on analytical approachesbelow I shall explain
in greater detail what actually happened, and why this experience became so
important.

The OMM Extraordinary Conference preparation
Then again some time passed. The Party was busy with preparations for the
1983 Fourth Frelimo Congress, and only after the succesful completion of the
Frelimo Congress, at long last, in August 1983, the official campaign for the
Extraordinary OMMConference (now scheduled for April 1984)was initiated.4

InformationMinister Luis Cabaço gave the opening speech, stressing the impor-
tance of going out, this time, not to teach, but to listen and learn.
The conference preparation campaign was modelled after the recently

completed campaign preparing for the Fourth Frelimo Congress, in terms of an
explict bottom-up approach. Questionnaire material (i.e. loose lists of topics to
be discussed) was prepared at central level – this was where I could contribute
withmy sociological background, by now supplementedwith a fair amount of
knowledge regarding living conditions and family life in south and north of
Mozambique. Brigades were educated at central level, subsequently to be sent
out to all ten provinces of Mozambique for instruction of local OMM staff
regarding how to conduct meetings, which topics to discuss, how to take notes
etc. At province level new brigadeswere educated for instructing OMM staff at
lower levels. AdministrativelyMozambique at that time had ten provinceswith
seven to eighteen districts per province; meetings were held in every single
district of the country, in cooperatives, state farms, factories, villages and bairros.
Altogether several thousands of meetings all over the country,with an average
of 200 public meetings and 200 group interviews per province. The meetings
were fora for discussion of the issues at stake – lobolo, polygamy, initiation
rituals, etc., supplementedwith group interviews on selected issues conducted
by local level OMM staff. The idea was to collect data not only regarding how
customs worked in relation to initiation, polygamy etc. but also regarding
women’s andmen’s attitudes to these customs, andhow they could possibly be
changed or replaced.
Thewhole Conference preparation process lastedwell over sixmonths – from

August 1983 to March/April 1984. During this time everybody everywhere
discussed the conference issues. It was like being in the midst of a social move-
ment. I remember one Partyveteran,withwhom Iworked inMaputo province,
saying that these were the best political meetings she had ever attended in her
entire political career. For awhile issues of polygamy and lobolowere topics of
discussion among people queuing at bus stops in Maputo. I participated in all
phases of the campaign, travelling to the provinces for participation inmeetings
at all levels. The public meetings at district and lower levels were particularly
successful. Often you started with a smaller crowd, but as people passed and
listened, they toowanted to join, and before long you ended upwith big crowds
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andmeetings tobe continued the following day, because of the long list of issues
to be debated. Different viewpointswere frequent, and heated debates between
young and old, andbetweenwomen andmen.Themeetingswere organized by
the OMM, but everybody was invited to take part, and Frelimo, as well as the
OMM,was particularly keen that the debates should not be amongwomen only.
After discussions and taking of reports at district level, thematerial/the find-

ings were written up and analysed in preparatory conferences at district level,
subsequently to be sent to the provincial level, where provincial conferences
were held for discussion of the findings and deliberations on suggested policies
in one field or another. Finally all data ended up at the National Secretariat of
the OMM inMaputo, as backgroundmaterial for the OMMGeneral Secretary’s
Report, to be read to the delegates of the Extraordinary Conference.

The OMM Extraordinary Conference, November 1984
At the very last minute the conference, scheduled for April 1984, was post-
poned for half a year, to November. Evidently the Frelimo leadership, whowas
used to be in control, felt uneasy regarding what was taking place in this
national social movement, into which the conference preparation had devel-
oped.The postponementworked as intended:when at last, in November 1984,
the OMMExtraordinary Conference took place itwas indeed closely controlled.
A few days before the start of the five day conference – delegates hadbeen trav-
elling to Maputo from all over the country – Samora Machel announced, that
as the President of Frelimo and of Mozambiquehewas going to not just deliver
the opening and closing speeches, but to preside over proceedings during the
entire conference. I recall how everybody in the OMM felt veryhonouredby this
message. However, in reality it was nothing short of a sabotage of the confer-
ence. During theOMMGeneral Secretary’s presentation of the conference docu-
ment, based on analysis of the masses of data gathered in the conference
preparation process, the President incessantly intervenedwith his own stories
and interpretations. In this way the presentation of the document took much
longer than expected, and fifty-one conference delegates,wanting to speak from
the floor supplementing or responding to the conference document, never got
a chance. Instead of a forum for discussion of the conference preparation find-
ings, and for future politics of the OMM, the conference became yet another
platform for the President’s often misogynistic and moralistic points of view.
My initial respect for Samora Machel’s feminist positions had long since

vanished. At the OMMconferencehe expressedviews regardingwomen,which
were so narrowminded and out of place that even the OMMleadership – other-
wise generally Party soldiers par excellence – felt a need to voice a different
opinion. The issue of struggle was the theme of mães solteiras – unmarried
mothers.When theOMMGeneral Secretary reached this point inher report, the
President jumped to his feet: ‘To be an unmarried mother is a disgrace,’ he
exclaimed, ‘the concept, thevery phenomenonmust be abolished. Inmy depart-
ment Iwant no single mothers.’ He proceeded to announce an investigation in
the entire state administration for identification and expulsion of single
mothers. This was where the OMM put its foot down, suggesting in very polite
tones in the concluding document from the conference that unmarriedmothers
should be helped, rather than castigated (Arnfred 1985).
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The story of the preparation of the OMM Extraordinary Conference juxta-
posed with the absurdities of the President’s performance at the Conference
itself shows – to me – in a nutshell some of the basic dilemmas of gender poli-
tics in Mozambique: on one hand you have tremendously rich resources in a
population with very diverse cultural lives, and with an interest – so clearly
demonstrated in the conference preparation process – to discuss, debate and
develop their ways of life; on the other hand you have a powerful ruling Party,
and a President,who in spite of hisMinister’s opening speech regardingbottom-
up approaches, proved unable to, and uninterested in, listening and learning –
except from himself.
This description of the process of my work in the OMM is important for

several reasons. First becausemy thinking about issues discussed in subsequent
chapters has been influenced by these events. Decisively of course by the very
experience of meeting and listening towomennorth and south inMozambique,
pinpointed during my trip to Cabo Delgado, to which I shall return below, but
also by the entire OMM Extraordinary Conference preparation period with its
political contradictions. Second, because the empiricalmaterial, onwhich some
of the chapters in this book are based, has been produced in the course of the
conference preparation process. After the Extraordinary Conference all mate-
rial was archived at OMM headquarters in Maputo. At that point I (with
husband and daughters) had returned to Denmark and resumed my job as
Roskilde University. I managed however to arrange money for going back to
Mozambique in order to read through the OMM conference material and to
write on that basis.This resulted in a number of articles, some of them included
as chapters in this book.

Subsequent rounds of fieldwork 1998–1999, 2003 and 2005
Other chapters draw on subsequent rounds of more normal sociological/
anthropological fieldwork. From 1984 to 1992 the war in Mozambique
between Frelimo andRenamo forces (Renamo=ResisténciaNaçional deMoçam-
bique, oppositional army, later oppositional party)made fieldwork outsidemajor
towns impossible. After official peace agreements in 1992 and general elec-
tions in 1994 (the first in thehistory of Mozambique) it took another fewyears
before people in Mozambique felt confident that peace had come to stay, and
that immediate post-war fears of the war starting all over again were un-
founded.Towards the end of the 1990s it again became possible to do fieldwork
in NorthernMozambique. Ever since the early 1980s I hadbeenkeen to return
to the north of Mozambique in order tohave a closer look atwomen’s positions
under conditions of matriliny. My own Cabo Delgado experience and the OMM
material had pointed to interesting differences between the patrilineal south of
Mozambique as compared to the matrilineal north, and I was longing to get a
possibility formaking investigations in the province of Nampula, theheartland
of the large, matrilineal (and matrilocal) Emakhuwa speaking population of
northern Mozambique. This possibility emerged when in 1998 I received a
research grant, enablingme to spend eightmonths (Oct 1998 toMay 1999) in
Mozambique. During this period I undertook fieldwork in two different loca-
tions in Nampula Province, the inland district of Ribáuè, and the coastal towns
of Ilha de Moçambique and Angoche. My original idea had been to compare
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women’s lives under conditions of matriliny in social settings characterised by
different religious influences: Christianity in the inland areas versus Islam at
the coast. Northern Mozambique coastal areas represent in many ways an
extension of Swahili culture,with specific characteristics due to colonial history
and the special combination of Makhuwa matriliny with Sufi Islam. Ribáuè,
on the other hand, is characterized by the Catholic church as implanted by the
Portuguese, a few old-time Protestant missions, and an astonishing post-war
influx of new African (Evangelical) Churches.
Forvarious reasons I changedmymind regarding this idea, ending up putting

less emphasis on religion. This fieldwork (and subsequent shorter field work
periods in Ribáuè 2003 and 2005) resulted in some chapters, discussing female
initiation andvarious aspects of matriliny in the inland setting, and in Chapter
14 investigating the unique coastal northern Mozambique combination of
matriliny and Islam, seen fromwomen’s points of view.

The Nordic Africa Institute: Theoretical inspirations
From2000 to 2006 Iworked at the Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala, Sweden,
as a research programme coordinator for a programme on ‘Sexuality, Gender
and Society in Africa’. The stay in Uppsala gave me a unique opportunity for
collaboration with gender researchers in Africa, the aims of the research
programme being ‘to promote and enhance conceptual and methodological
discussions on issues related to studies of sexuality and gender in Africa, and to
encourage research’ (Sexuality, Gender and Society in Africa brochure, 2004).
This new job (duringwhich Iwas on leave from university) came in handy at a
pointwhen Iwas at a loss regarding analytical inroads for coming to gripswith
apparent contradictions in my data material – such as the contradiction
between the ways in which initiation rituals were described by the OMM, and
the ways in which they were perceived by participating women. I had a clear
feeling of conceptual tools from my feminist and sociological/anthropological
background being insufficient for proper in-depth analysis of mymaterial and
experience from northern Mozambique. I felt that what was at stake was not
just concepts for analysis of this particular data material – but also that my
data material pointed to shortcomings in mainstream understandings of
gender, which it would be very important to identify, in order to enable re-
conceptualizations of other issues relating to sexuality and gender – re-concep-
tualizations which would be important for feminist analysis as such, not just
for knowledge about women in Mozambique.
My collaborationwith, and reading of works byAfrican feminist researchers

provided mewith some of the conceptual tools I had been looking for. Particu-
larly in terms of reconceptualizations of concepts like ‘women’ and ‘gender’.
One of the characteristics of Second Wave feminist thinking, which I found it
increasingly hard to deal with, was the foundational idea of ‘the universal
subordination of women’. In the NewWomen’s Movement back in the 1970s
we had been convinced that male domination/female subordination was a
global phenomenon. It did not occur to us that gender relations might be
different elsewhere in the world, and that we could possibly learn about
different, more balanced gender relations by studying other cultures. I was
familiarwith thework of ChandraMohanty and a few other post-colonial femi-
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nist scholars, but it was only now I realized that also African gender scholars,
such as Ifi Amadiume and Oyèrónké Oyewùmí had criticizedWestern feminist
ways of looking at ‘women’ and ‘gender’, pointing to the impact of colonialism
and Christianity in terms of introducing European gender concepts and gender
power relations into African societies (Amadiume 1987, 1997, Oyewùmí
1997). In pre-colonial days, according to their analysis, conceptions of gender
and gender relations in Nigeria had been very different, but with mission and
colonization norms had changed.
Oyewùmí’s critique of Western partriarcalizing interpretations of African

cultures hit the nail on the head for me: every time Europeans saw a throne
they expected a man to be sitting on it. Most Nigerian personal names, unlike
most European ones, are not gender specific. Nevertheless, long lists of Yoruba
rulers goingback in time,were read as ‘lists of kings’, even if – as it later turned
out – some of the rulers had actually beenwomen (Oyewùmí 1997, 83–91). In
her nativeYorubaland, Oyewùmí says, the subordination of wiveshas nothing
to do with the wives being women, but everything to do with their position as
strangers and outsiders to the lineage (in this case a patri-lineage) into which
they are married. Hierarchical relations are based on being inside/outside of a
particular lineage, muchmore than on being a ‘man’ or a ‘woman’ (Oyewùmí
2002). Thus the Second Wave feminist notion of gender hierarchies (male
domination/female subordination) being foundational just doesn’t fit these
African settings.
At this point in time, tome Ifi Amadiume, Oyèrónké Oyewùmí and other post-

colonial African feministwriterswere essential sources of inspiration.They not
only criticizedWestern notions of gender, they also suggested alternativeways
of thinking about issues of men and women. The Nordic Africa Institute
programme was, however, not just about gender, but also about sexuality. In
my data from Mozambique there was a lot about sexuality; in Cabo Delgado I
had come across the unexpected importance of initiation rituals for thewomen,
and also during the Extraordinary Conference preparations, discussions of initi-
ation rituals were often very heated and intense. Very few of the African femi-
nists, however, onwhosework I could draw for general rethinking of concepts
of gender, made any reference to sexuality.5

Regarding reconceptualizations of sexuality I thushad to look elsewhere.My
thinking about sexuality in a post-colonial African setting sentme out on jour-
neys into the long colonial history of European perceptions of sexualities in
Africa. Supporters on this journey were other post-colonial scholars with a
historical touch and focused on sexuality, such as AnneMcClintock (1995) and
Janice Boddy (1989, 2007) – aswell as an expanding network of African gender
scholars attached to the Sexuality, Gender and Society in Africa research
programme. There were also a few important conferences, ‘Sex and Secrecy’,
organized 2003 atWitwatersrand University, Johannesburg by IASSCS (Inter-
national Association for the Study of Sexuality, Culture and Society) and a
much smaller workshop convened in Uppsala by myself 2002.6
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6 Papers from this workshop were later published in Arnfred 2004a: Re-thinking Sexualities in
Africa.
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Reflections on analytical approaches

When I started in Uppsala in autumn 2000my search for different conceptual
tools and new analytical inroads had been going on since 1982 when I had
been interviewingwomen in Cabo Delgado.
Thewomen of CaboDelgado greatly impressedmeby theway they recounted

events during the war. These women had taken part in the war against the
Portuguese colonial regime; they had transported war material over long
distances, theyhad cooked food for the guerrilla soldiers. Thewarhad changed
their world and opened their horizons. The women had learnt new things and
experienced different social relations, including relations of gender. Based on
their war experience they now questioned a number of issues, which they
wouldn’t previously have been thinking about. Their critique of the ways in
which Frelimo had changed – from guerilla warfare to running a one-party
state –was devastating, aswas their critique of OMM,having disappeared to the
city in the south (Maputo), forgetting about thewomen in the north. Iwasvery
impressed by the insight and eloquence of thesewomen.What puzzledme,was
the fact that these samewomen defended the female initiation rituals. As far as
I knew – my knowledge being based on OMM writings – these rituals were
oppressive and humiliating, confirming women’s subordinate position in
society: ‘The initiation rites implant in thewoman submission and total depen-
dendy of the man. The woman is conditioned to submit herself and gradually
to assume self-inferiority’ (OMM1977, 90).The OMMand Frelimo campaigned
against the practice of these rituals. How come then, that these very conscious
and critical womenwould defend them?
In general terms the official OMMunderstanding of women’s positions corre-

sponded fairly well to my own preconceived assumptions about women in
Mozambique. Frommy engagement in theNewWomen’sMovement, Iwaswell
acquainted with the socialist theory of women’s emancipation, which had
inspired Frelimo’s approach towomen’s issues. According to this line of under-
standing, women in Mozambique were oppressed under age-old patriarchal
traditions, but since Independence they had a unique possibility for liberation,
emancipation and development, guided by Frelimo’s socialist ideas.
The contradictions in Cabo Delgado led for me to a serious destabilization of

all preconceived ideas regarding women’s emancipation. If these strong and
eloquentwomenwere defending rituals,which according to the general theory
of women’s emancipation were seen as oppressive and degrading, something
had to bewrong somewhere! I felt that the very gender thinking I had adhered
to – from Simone de Beauvoir onwards in the NewWomen’s Movement – had
to be reconceptualized and rethought.
The Cabo Delgado experience sentme off on two different lines of inquiry: of

meanings and of interpretations. First I had to find out more aboutwhat these
ritualswere actually about:Whathappened during the rituals, andwhy did the
women consider them so important? What was for them the meaning of the
female initiation rituals?Thiswas the first line of inquiry. Along the second line
of inquiry Iwas asking questions regarding theways inwhich these rituals had
been interpreted and understood by outsiders, such as Christian missionaries,
colonial administrators, European anthropologists, and the socialist state.Thus
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the first line of inquiry was about Mozambican women, while the second line
was basically about myself, and the lines of thinking developed in the culture
and history to which I myself belonged.

Inquiry line one: searching for meanings
In my search for meanings, of course I asked the women. Their answers,
however, were not very helpful. Asking why they found it so important to
continue performing the rituals, they gave this type of reply: ‘We cannot give up
the initiation rituals. They are our tradition.’ ‘We will have to go on with the
rituals. It is an education of our daughters.’ When I asked if they did not find
the female initiation riteshumiliating and oppressive, their facesmade it evident
that they did not understand what I was talking about. Oppressive? ‘In these
rituals there is nothingverybig orvery special. It is only us dancing and singing
throughout the night until the morning comes.’
Searching for meanings invariably involves interpretations. On the outlook

for localmeanings, however, your interpretationshave to bevery open, flexible,
alert and sensitive to context, atmosphere and emotions. What you want to
graspmayverywell lie beyond thewords. And sometimes the odd answers, the
ones that make no immediate sense, may provide the clue to understanding.
Thiswaswhat happened to me in Cabo Delgado. Among all the answers along
the lines of ‘it is our tradition’, therewas onewomanwho said: ‘The drum is our
only opportunity for playing.’ What was this about? I had expected to hear
about oppression and humiliation, and these women talked about drumming
and dancing.
Eventually it dawned onme that the initiation ritualswere both: the younger

women are subjected to trials, while the older women have fun. For the young
initiates it is all about discipline and codes of behaviour, their capabilities are
tested, sometimes they are castigated and anyhow they arebossed aroundby the
older women. At the same time, however, for the grown up women, i.e. those
who have already been through the initiation rituals, for these women each
new celebration of initiation rituals is an new and cherished occasion for fun
and gameswith otherwomen, in a special ritual spacewhere special rules apply.
In the early 1980s the initiation ritualswere supposed not to take place, and

travelling as an employee of the OMM, there was a limit to what the women
would showme.When in 1998–1999, and later in 2003 and 2005 I returned
as an individual researcher, the times aswell as my position having changed, I
had the chance to be present during several celebrations of initiation rituals. At
these occasions I got a very strong impression of the division between on one
hand the subdued and scared young women with downcast eyes and on the
other hand the rowdy older women, behavingwithout restraint.

Inquiry line two: interrogating interpretations
Interrogating interpretations is avery different activity, compared to searching
formeanings. For findingmeanings I had to listen to people on location, taking
part in relevant activitieswhile trying to grasp and understand theirways of life.
For unpacking interpretations, however, I had to go back into history, digging
intomy ownWestern/Christian cultural baggagewith adjoined stereotypes and
implicit assumptions. What I found there was not very nice.
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The story about European views of African female sexuality is rather grim:
Patriarchal, racist, ethnocentric and misogynist. When researching into this
field I was taken aback by the derogatory and misogynist attitudes vis a vis
African women (Arnfred 2004c), sometimes even shared by feminists (cf.
Mohanty 1991). I came to see Christian/missionary gender morals and
hypocrisy as amajor factor in thewhole setup. In Christian contexts, sexuality
in general and female sexuality in particular, is equivalent to sin, immorality
and so on: Eve being the carrier of primordial sin. In Mozambique the general
attitude of the Portuguese colonial power, closely connected to the Catholic
church,was a strong condemnation of the female initiation rituals, because of
their focus on the development and education of female sexuality; female initi-
ation rites were considered ‘immoral and offensive to the human nature’
(Medeiros 1995, 5).The attitude of the Protestantmissionswas equally dismis-
sive. An early and foundationalwork on southernMozambique, first published
1912byHenri Junod of the Presbyterian SwissMission, bears evidence to this.
According to Junod it is bad enough to face explicit education of male sexu-
ality; but to confront education of female sexuality is beyond the pale.7 There is
in some of the missionary accounts regarding female initiation an unpleasant
mixture of fascination and disgust – amixwhich even today characterises some
Western attitudes to African female sexuality.
Evenworsewas the realization that Frelimo’s attitudes towomen and female

sexuality were not only rooted in socialist classics on women’s emancipation,
but also very much in Christianity. Samora Machel had been educated in the
Swiss Presbyterian Church – the so-called Swiss Mission (Missão Suiça) – a fact
which often transpired in his marathon speeches. On several occasions, in the
long speeches in which he excelled, Machel spoke in strongly condemnatory
terms about women who have children with different men, and about prosti-
tutes who smell like rotten meat (Machel 1982). The Christian fear of female
sexuality is barely hidden. And even if the guiding documents of the OMM do
not directly speak negatively of female sexuality, they do not talk about it in any
positive terms. In the documents from the second OMM conference in 1976
everything related to the female initiation rites is bad and problematic. On the
whole women in so-called ‘traditional-feudal’ society are oppressed and
exploited, and this position is seen as confirmed and maintained through
customs and rituals, among which the initiation rites loom as most hideous.
‘These ceremonies and institutions, which during centuries have been prac-
tised in traditional-feudal society, placed thewoman in a position of inferiority
and passivity’ (OMM1977, 90). Because of the initiation rituals ‘thewoman is
violated and traumatized, transformed into a passive being without capacity
for initiative’ (ibid., 91). The document goes on to list the horrors and humilia-
tions towhich the girls are subjected in the course of the initiation rituals. Itwas
evident that the OMM/Frelimo perception of the female initiation rituals,widely
practised especially in northernMozambique at the time of Independence, had
muchmore to dowith the Christian view of Africanwomen and African sexu-
ality than it had with the meaning and implications of the initiation rites as
experienced by thewomen themselves.

14 Introduction

7 Junod’s work is discussed in several chapters, particularly in Chapter 3. See Chapter 2 for
Catholic/Protestant positions regardingwomen’s sexuality.
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